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Tragedy Hits P.E. Dept.
by Bob Huffman
The following information concerns the
shooting of Friday June 30, as told me by Miss
Etten, RN, Health Services, and Mr. Holt,
Assistant Supervisor of Northeastern Security
Services.
On Friday morning June 30, Mr. Kane,
Athletic Director and Associate Professor of
Physical Education, was allegedly shot in the
head by Northeastern student, Nathaniel A llen,
who then turned the gun on himself. The
shooting occurred in the office adjacent to that
of Gus Ziagos, Director of Health, Recreation
and Physical Education.
Allegedly, the student drew a 22 caliber
Omega pistol and first shot Mr. Kane, then shot
himself.
A secretary from the Physical Education
Department came over to the Health Services
informing them of the situation, and Health
Services in turn notified Security Services. Mr.
Holt responded to the call, and rushed to the
scene.

As a human being, as the sponsor of Print,
and · as a confused marcher in the passing
parade -- I now realize that these last two
weeks have been perhaps the most agonizing
of my life. ·
To date nothing that was ever submitted to
Print; nothing that was responsible and in good
taste -- that was read by me beforehand -- was
ever censored or cut or abridged (and one must
remember that the Board of Governors has said

Both shooting victims suffered head
wounds which were bandaged by Mr. Holt, as
Mrs. Medinsky, nurse, maintained clear air
ways to make certain the victims could breathe
at all times. Shortly thereafter (approximately
11 :15 AM), Marion Etten, Health Service
Coordinator, arrived at the scene, making sure
Holt and Medinsky had the proper supplies,
and keeping curiosity seekers out of the way.
In the meantime, Security Services notified
the Chicago Fire Department and Police
Department requesting that two ambulances be
dispatched.
Fifteen minutes after the call for the ·
emergency vehicles was made, a police
squadrol and a fire department ambulance
arrived at Northeastern and were directed to
the shooting scene by security officers. The
victims were then transported to Swedish
Covenant Hospital where they remained in
critical condition.
Monday morning, July 3, Nathaniel -Allen
died; Prof. Kane died on Saturday, July 8.

for quite a while that no one is to read over
copy before publication).
In any case, because nerves are on edge at
UNI, because rumors are flying, and because
other human beings might be hurt, we are not
printing several stories and columns dealing
with the June 30 tragedy.
E. M. Liebow, Sponsor
PRINT
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To: ALL MEMBERS OF THE NORTHEASTERN COMMUNITY

From: PRESIDENT SACHS
We have had tragedy strike our campus. It would take a man far wiser than I am
to sort out the tangled skeins of interlocking eventsi to judge the motivations
and frustrations of those directly and indirectly involved . . We are all asking
ourselves if we could have done something more than we have done which might have
altered the course of events. Each of 11s, in his own way, will have to answer
this question for himself but all of us can join together to express our sympathy
to the bereaved families and to tell them that we share a measure of their grief.
Because there are so many unconfirmed rumors on campus, l have excerpted the following from the confirmed reports available in the Security Office.
Northeastern Illinois University Security General Offense Report E-39, Threat
to Instructor
Narrative: "Mr. Kane and Mr. Ziagos reports that one ALLEN, NATHANIEL, ...
made oral threats to Mr. Charles Kane over a grade of "F" received for a
swimming class. This incident occurred on April 14, 1972 at 12:35 p.m.
and 12:40 p.m. Allen reportedly told Mr. Kane "You ain't gonna have this
job next year." And to Mr. Gus Ziagos "I may kill myself but I'll kill
him first." Allen was not in the area when Officer arrived. 11
Chicago Police Department Report R.D.#M-253996,· Statement of Witness relative
to the shooting
"I was standing in the Gym with my back to the offices when Nathaniel Allen
came from behind me and bumped me on the right side and said "Hello" and
then he walked on and he bumped into a girl who also was standing in the
Gym and he said to her "I guess I got the bumpsies." Then I stood there
for another five minutes and the girl I was with said "It's time for lunch"
and started to leave the Gym. As I passed one of the Gym offices, I saw
someone holding a gun at about chest level and I thought it was a starter
oistol. I was able to see into the office from the Gym floor because the
wall facing the Gym is glass from the ceiling to about two feet from the
floor. At this time, I saw that the person holding the gun was Nathaniel
Alien and I glanced down at the person facing me at the desk and saw that
it was Mr. Kane. Mr. Kane was seated at the desk facing me. Mr. Kane was
reading some papers and as I glanced at him I heard a shot. Mr. Kane started to stand up and fell to his right and backwards to the floor. As I was
looking at Mr. Kane fall, I heard two more shots and I looked away from Mr.
Kane ar.d saw that Nathaniel Allen was now holding the gun pointing upward.
I turned to walk out of the Gym and at this time I thought it was a practical joke and that they were just fooling around. As I reached the door
leading out of the Gym, I heard one more shot. Then I walked over and glanced
into the office area and I saw Nathaniel Allen laying on the floor with his
head toward me. I did not see Mr. Kane because of the contour of the building which is hexagon shaped. I continued on my way out and I said Nathaniel
Allen is in there with Mr. Kane fooling around because that's what I thought
at the time. Then somebody came out and said there has been an accident in
the office. Then I went down the stairs and looked into the office again
and this time I saw a pool of blood around Nathaniel Allen. Then I waited
around and Dr. Waechter, a teacher, told me to wait for the police.
Chicago Police Department Report R.D. #M-253996
Charges made against Mr. Allen on June 30, 1972:
Attempted lllJrder .•••••••••••• Ch 38 Sect 8-4
Aggravated Battery ••••••••••• Ch 38 Sect 12-4-B-1
No State Gun Owner's Card •••. Ch 38 Sect 83-2
Failure to Reg. Gun City •.••• c.c. 11-1-7
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The PRINT welcomes questions and comments from
faculty and students. Letters to the Editor should be
addressed to Forum. Rebuttals should be dated no later
than two weeks after the original article. Authors should
limit their letters to 300 words. Due to iimited space, the
PRINT reserves the right to edit, NOT CENSOR, letters,
and they will be labled thus. Guest Editorials shou!d be
under 500 words and delivered to the Editor. ALL · copy
sent to the PRINT must be typed and signed by the
author. Names withheld by request. Unsigned articles will
not get published for reasons of liability; FREE CLASSIFIEDS are a service for the students of UNI and are not to
be used for free advertisement by business. Deadline for a
Friday issue is the preceeding Friday.

PRINT is a publication put out every two weeks by the students of Northeastern Illinois
University. Anyone wishing to work for the PRINT, or wanting to contact us with info

should visit our office in e-214 [above the north dining hall], or call us at ext. 270. The
views expressed on the recyclable paper do not necessarily reflect those of the
administration.
EDITOR . . . ... .... ... .. . . . . .. ... . . . . .......... .. .... ... ... .. .. ..
Cathy Jones
MANAGING EDITOR . . ..... ...... . .... ..... ...... . ... . . . ......... ...... Barb Ulman
PHOTO EDITOR . .... . . . . ... , .... ... . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . Alan Axelrod
BUSINESS MANAGER .. . .. ...... . .... . .. . .. .. ... .. . . . .. . .... . .... . .. .. . . Jules Beuck
SECRET ARIAL . .. . .. . . .. .. ... ..... .... . . .... . ... . .. . . ...... .. . . .. . .... John Barnitz
ADVISOR . .. . ..... . . . . ·.. . .................. . . . ....... . ... ... . .. ........ Ely Liebow
COLUMNISTS: Mary Crawford and Saudra Taylor-hujambo rafiki, Craig Brenner--trivia,
Dana Mentgen--music, Art Lange-reactions, Jane Green-equinox, anji me elwain-artist
STAFF: Paula Levy, Arlene Straus, Andrea Zlabis, Len lntrater, Paul Froehlich, Tim
Coogan, Mary Pat Britton, Mike Kesselman, Bob Huffman, Lorin Kane
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Dear Studen ts and Colleagues :

oru
· No statement can erase the tragic shootings of June 30th.
Nor can we adequately express sympathy for the families
involved.
All we can do now is look toward building a saner future.
And to do so, we must keep this tragedy in perspective and
not allow our better judgment about the broader issues to be
swept away in its aftermath.
We feel we must state very clearly that the open
discussion of racism at Northeastern must continue. The
PRINT editor who has participated in such discussion
showed great courage in doing so. We cannot allqw our
sorrow for Friday's violence to bring with it intimidation of
debate about crucial issues that confront us. Refusing to talk
about racism at Northeastern will not make racism go away.
We expect that discussion to continue and commend those
· who pursue it.
We support the continuation of the efforts of the PRINT
staff and the broader community to provide an open forum
for a discussion of racism, sexism and any other issues that
affect our community.
We call on President Sachs to appoint a committee of
concerned faculty, students, and staff to investigate the
alleged charges of racism.
- Temporary Women's Studies Committee and concerned
students, staff and faculty.

After much thought and d isc ussion with
others, I decided to write this letter re lfecting
on the sad happening at Northeastern . This
event brings shock and grief' to all people who
work to create a humane society where people
do not live in fear of other people. However,
unless · we thoroughly exam ine the causes and
critically expl o re the atmosp h ere which
nou rishes the seeds of racism and authoritarianism, t he cond itions under which we live
will conti nue to breed violence and ultimately
destroy all. The University community has
reacted defensi.vely by denial and projection,
mechanism used by people to deal with
unacceptable impulses. This event is not simply
one of an emotionally disturbed student angry
over a failing grade. It goes much deeper and
the responsibility spreads much wider .
I call upon the total University community to
examine ourselves and commit ourselves to ·the
humane treatment of all people which is the
minimum asked of decent people .
Richard Chiles
Counseling Center

KERNER STOCK
Dear Editor,
I hope that you wi ll print
th is letter in your Edi torial
col umn.
At a recent luncheon of the
Logan Sq. Lions cl ub at which
Governor Ogilvie spoke, he
mentioned the "corrupt" Kerner administration. The specific point brought out was the
race track stock scandal.
Governor Ogilvie seemed to
express innoce nce in this
matter. I wonder if he forgot

IS NIXON THE ONE
by Bob Butnik
As I am writing this the Democratic National Conven t ion has not yet begun.
The credentials committee has just completed showing the delicate techniques of
a th ird rate butcher's apprentice wielding a medevil battle ax, in so doing
managi ng to enrage almost every major candidate on one ruling or another. After
a lower federal cou rt overruled the credentials ruling o n California and sustained
the Daley ruling, the Supreme Court met in special session to overrule the lower
cou rt overruling. This confusing situation w as further clouded by a local court
decision that injoined t he Si nger appointed grou p from partici pati ng in the
convention . The outcome of th is confussion will be one hell of a convention
with heated floor fights, colorfu l name - calling and probably some blood;
confrontations (this time inside the hall as opposed to the 68 " Battle of Balbo" ).
At this ti me McGovern seems to have the nomination almost locked up. But then
again Muskie was t hought t o also have it locked up back in January. In any case
the Democratic party wi ll be bad ly fractionalized at t he end of the convention.
The Repu bl ican Convention to be held next month prom ises to be one of the
duller events of the year unless some of the freak groups decide to do thei r own
thing in protest to the Nixon administration. In fact many of the Repu blican
leaders are hopi ng for just that in order to get some interest su rroundi ng t he
convention to tempt some of the American ci tizenery to watch the convention on
the tube, if for no other reason , then to w at ch some poor freak get his head
busted by one of Miami's finest. Regardless, Nixon will receive the nom inat ion
without contest. The Vice-Presidental may cause some stu r but Nixon will have
the final word on that matter. Never the less unlike the Demo's the Republican
party will be fully united and well enough financed. to . take on any foe.
Assuming that McGovern is chosea to be the Demo nomi nee let's look at what
strengths and what weaknesses he wi ll offer to N ixon .
'
Undesputably McGovern's strong poirit will be his ability to tie down the new
18-21 year old voting block . McGoverns apr5eal is extremely high here as it w ou ld
be expected for most liberal candidates especially an ultra-liberal. Some polls
have shown McGovern taking as much as ]5% of these new voters . McGovern is
now planning to send out 50,000 volunteers to begin registering the mu lti-millions
of potential McGovern voters . Whether or not these volunteers will be able to
first find and register this group and then bring them out to vote is an
unanswered question .
Beyond this very major strength however one has to search high and low to
find another strong point. While on the other hand his weaknesses reach out and
hit you in the face with little search . First of all the old Demo coelition built up
during the FDR days seems to be absent. Although most of the poor both black
and white will probably lean towards him, the major sector, however mainly the
labor groups led by their union leaders seem to be taking a pass on McGovern
and in some cases are even indicating support for the Republican Nixon . Why?
Well it seems McGovern has stepped outside the labor voting line to many times
in Senate votes . Anti-labor stands on the right to work laws and pro-business
stands on a number of strikes including a major dock workers strike are hard for
labor to forget. Beyond this most of the labor leaders are very displeased with his
rad ical anti-war stands .
McGoverns support among the local and stante party organizations is very
doubtful for a number of reasons . Chicago's own Vito Marzullo (who speaks for
most Chicago Democratic Committeemen) said that he will not support

about the Republican Secretary of State John W . Lewis
(whom he appointed), who
also owned some of this
currupting stock.
I am not defending ,.. Mr.
Kerner but, I only wish that
when Governor Ogilvie begins
to sling mud that he keeps
enough on his side of the
fence.
Sincerely,
Dan Kirchenberg

-- AGAIN?

McGovern on the contrary he claims his ward will come in 10 to 1 for Nixon.
Democratic Mayor Rizzo of Philadelphia, mainly displeased over the McGovern
war stand will work for Nixon. This will probably insure a victory in Penn sylvania
for Nixon, a state he lost in 68.
A major issue for McGovern seems to be the war in Viet Nam . But a question
must be asked . ts the war still a burning issue to the voters . I think not. A good
indicator of this was the recent PRINT special issue on the war, in particular the
increased bombing and the mechanized aspects of it. The special issue caused
little if any responce on campus . Now if the war was an issue it (the issue) should
have caused a flurry of activities and an ti-war su pport, especially on a college
campus but no ne was seen and none is seen in the general public either. Nixon
has scaled down the American commi tment to an almost non existant quantity.
What few Cl 's (30 thousand by November as opposed to 550,000 a few years ago)
in Viet Nam will be volu nteers and those are non-combat forces. Sure great
amou nts of money are being spent there but as long as the sons of the American
electorate are not being killed, the war ceases to be a burning issue.
Nixon is havi ng a great deal of difficulty with the economy but .again the publ ic
just doesn't seem to view it as such, no matter how hard the news media tries to
make it one. And t hen again McGovern seems to have no real solutions to the
problem either.
Nixon's newly adopt ed stance on bussing will be helping him in most northern
states among fhe " hard hats" and in most southern states in general. In ,fact this
stance alone may carry the state of Michigan for him , another state he lost in 68:
Nixons recent tri ps to both Red China and the Soviet Uniol'I have proven to be
very fruitful in that the possibility of a world conflict has been markably reduced
and Nixon's ratings on· the various opi nion polls has moved upward for that. But
also with most all of the trade restrictions now lifted the US economy can be
expected to move a little upward, now that new markets for US products have
been opened .
The Jewish community has traditionally been a solid Democratic voting group,
but this year t hings may be different. Israeli leadership induding Prime Mini ster
Meir, favor the re-election of Nixon . This pro-Nixon feeling has recently been seen
among many of the US Jewish community . Why? Israeli leaders strongly favored
and · for that reason are strongly thankful for the support that the Nixon
administration gave to Israel during the September 1970 Syrian-Jordanian
confrontation w here Russian tanks were staged and ready to take over the
Hussein government in Jordan and replace it with a pro~Soviet regime . The Israeli
leaders needed US backing to show the Russians that neither of the two countries
would favor such a move. In response Nixon put all five US divisions in Germany
on alert and began moving them down to Greece for staging, five carrier task
forces were also sent into the area. The result, the Russians backed down .
All of this adds up to a huge landslide for Nixon against McGovern ,
possibly as huge or maybe even larger than the Johnson landslide. If the
Demo's do choose another candidate maybe Humphrey or on an outside chance
Kennedy the same will probably be true, to a lesser degree of course. To the
voters eye, Nixon seems to have gotten us out of Viet Nam, Nixon has met vv ith
the Chinese and the Russians, the anti-bussing sentiment remain s, Mayor Ri zzo
will continue to endorse Nixon, the Demo's will continue to be fractionali zed
(except for a Kennedy nomination), the Jews still like him , many of the un ions
will stick with him, and of coarse he is the President ! As M ad magazi rn;-•· put it
" Nixon was the one in 68 and he'll be a bigger one in 72.

Pap
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Football: Not Only Contender for Purse
by Jane Green
The Football Club was started July 13, 1970 with its first game
against ,Prairie State, Sept. 12 of that year. It was the result of
student persuasion and pressure. Students interested in startfng a
football team discussed the idea with the Athletic Department.
The idea of a football team under the Athletic Department was
rejected on two grounds: 1) The department did not have the
money necessary to finance the team or 2) the faculty necessary
to coach the team . Club football became their only alternative .
Students showed their support through petition, and Lee
Humphrey used hi s powers of persuasion. They became a club
and were alJocated $6,610.00 in July. Supplemented , their total
budget for the year 1970-71 was $8,164. Last year they received a
total of $13,755, and this year their requested budget is $18 ,041.
The first season Dr. Lutsch of the Biology Department coached
the Eagles without pay, but the following year they did hire
coac hes to account for some of the increase. Also, due to the
fact that football is a rough contact sport, their equipment must
continually be repla ced so the figures did not go down after the
initial investment.
It should also be noted that these figures may not be
outrageous in terms of club football. Loyola University, which
has 16,000 students with an 8,000 undergraduate population ,
financed their football club through a student tax collected by
the university. They received approximately $23,000 their first
year (1970-1971) and $21 ,000 (1971-72) the following year.
However, they don't expect to have a team this year because of
a $28,000 debt due to poor money management.
To put things in perspective, there are four other organizations
besides the Football Club that have over $10,000 budgets
allocated out of Student Fees. They are Stage Players, The Print,
The Beehive, and Concert series . Together with the Football Club
they receive approximately 42.7% of the total student fees
budget.
The suggested Student Fees Activities Policy, now under
discussion, includes a proposed " annual opinion poll" of the
student body to be conducted by the Student Fees Committee

for the purpose of gaining guidance from ' student opinion on
Student Fee allocation ."
. The Football Club has been under much fire lately. It has been
intimated that they have spent exorbinant sums of student
money. They are a club . As a club, they were allocated that
money by going through the correct channels under Student
Fees and Allocations . The question is not whether you like
Football or any other club. It is whether the Football Club, Print,
Beehive, Stage Players and Concert Series can justify taking such
a sizeable chunk of the Student Fees budget. Consider, first, the
nume rous smaller clubs which desire larger budgets and ,
secondly, the many new clubs coming into existance as the
school continues to grow. Will the " big 5" be able to continue
receiv ing such sizeable sums at the expense of these other clubs?
Under the new Student Fees Poli cy whic h is sti ll not finalized
the concept of board control is proposed . The board would
request a lump sum from Student Fees and would appropriate
the mon ey as it sees fit to the clubs within its jurisdi ction . There
are two boards already established, the Athletic Board and the
Commuter Center Program Advisory Board . The Athletic Board
since it was just established will not oversee any of the budgets
this year. One of the problems faced by Student Fees has been
the dupli cation of eq uipment within similiar activities. The board
concept appears to offer a solution to this problem by funneling
such requests to a common source. For example, all student
athletic activities are now under the jurisdiction of the Athletic
Board. Next year the Athletic Board will be allocated one fund
to be divided up by those clubs . The smaller clubs, such as the
Porn Pnm C1•1h might n0t fare as w~II when their larger
counterparts such as the Football Club are their chief rivals .
Observers say the "big 5" that receive such a large portion of
student Fees to maintain their existence should justify this share
not only by merely being a club, but also by providing a
proportionate amount of service to the school. Their budgets are
yet to be approved for the coming year. You will not be polled
this year by the Student Fees Committee, but it is your money
they are allocating, and you can still make your opinion known .

1969-70

Stage Players

$18,320

$13,022

$10,742

$10,925

$15,235

5. %

Football

-----

-----

8,164

13,755

18,041

6.3%

20,630

20,945

20,492

21,400

21,300

9.5%

5,404

19,189

29,243

21,535

26,155

9.9%

13,266

18,950

27,050

26,077

26,000

12.0%
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Beehive
Concert Series

1970-71

1971-72

Approx. % of Total

1968-69

Requested 1972-73

Approximate Total Percentage of Student Fee Budget

O/d·Rags
for .New Minds
by Dennis Majewski
PIE is sti ll "cooking up"
some of the most exciting
innovative interdis cip linary
learning experiences o n campus .
The Advisory Committee for
the " Program for Interdiscip linary Education" at its last
meeting, approved a proposal
submitted by Mr. Leo Segedin
of the A rt Department and Mr.
Harry White of the English
Department entitled "Study
Tour of Western Europe." They
describe the study as "an
interdsi ciplinary study in art,
literature and related areas ,
emphasizing cultural t rends,
but not over-looking other
areas which might be of
interest once we get to
Europe."
The project is scheduled to
begin this January du ring the
winter term with a six credit
hour planning course. At this
time students will be familiarizing themselves with the
works of art and literature that
t hey will be co ncerned with
during the implementation
phase of the project. The
implementation is schedu led
for the May-June term w hen
the study will continue in

Europe for some thirty to
forty-five days abroad visiting
such places as Amsterdam ,
Paris, Chartre, Versailles , London , up western England, and
Wales to the Lake Distri ct. As
part of the study, students will
be visiting major art mu seums
and galleries, literary sites , and
other cultural centers as well
as attending musical ahd thea. trica l performances while in
Europe. The project sponsers
are arranging meetings with
European arti sts and scholars.
If you are interested in
study ing in Europe and even
meeting arti sts and sc holars
contact Mr. Leo Segedin in
room C-411 at ext. 386 or Mr.
Harry White in room S-145 at
ext. 415 .
Starting this fall there wi II
be a new course being offered
by PIE entitled "INTRODUC-

TION TO EXPERIMENTAL
PROJECT DESIGN" which will
be "taught" by the new PIE
Coordinator Mr. Jerry B. Olson . The course is being
offered to help students who
have an idea and a desire to
develop an experimental project but are not sure how to
go about it.
The course will be geared to
help students deal in the area

1971-72

42.7%

LEGAL

ABORTION?
Illinois Citizens' for Medical Control of Abortion
and
· Zero
Population
Growth are initiating a
state wide drive to send
people into Michigan to
work for that state's re- ·
ferendum for legal abortion which will be on the
November ballot. Help is
greatly needed since the
opposition is expected tospend enormou s sums of
money to try to defeat it.
Michigan pro-legal abortion groups · are providing
room and board , payment
of gas or bus fare, and
pocket money. The work
wold co nsist of canvassing,
leafleting, and some speech
making, if you like.
Unlike llinois, a successful
referendum
in
Michigan is legally binding .
Since no residency requirements are included in
the provisions of the referendum, Illinois women

will have access to this
medical procedure in a
nearby state if it passes.
Please pass this news on,
and if interested, call 312644-0972 or 312-675-8085 ..
or write to Helen Smith c/o
I.C.M.C.A ., 100 East Ohio,
Room 210, Chicago, Illinois
60611, be sure to give
mailing address and telephone number.

Judy Roberts
Trio
July 26th, 1 p.m.
aud
Carmen Fanzone

24-250: Polish Lit in Translation
In response to various requests from many
students, a large number of whom are of Polish
ethnic origin and to a wide-spread new interest
in ethnic studies in academic circles, a new
course, Polish Literature in Translation , is being
offered for the first time this coming fall
trimester by the F.L. Dept.
The cou rse wi ll be li sted in the fall schedule
under 24-250 and will meet at 1:00 P.M . on
MWF in S-111.
The scope of the course will be both
comprehensive and selective. It will cover in a
comprehensive way the genesis and development of five centuries of Polish literature, the
influences received by and exerted up0n other
European li teratures . There w i ll be particular
selective emphasis on the analysis and
interpretation of those masterpieces of prose
and poetry which, by the universality of their
appeal, have helped shape the standards of

of self directed learning as
well as an attempt to explore
and develop the link between
experimental and cognitive
learning . One of the possible
end results of the course will
be eac h student having designed a project which would
be suitab le for implementation
during the next trimester. The
course number is 95-320-01. If
you are interested and have
some ideas or qu estions, contact Mr. Olson at the Center
for Program Development at
ext. 378.

esthetic judgment, and the modalities of
thought of the Polish nation .
The course will be conducted in English and
also in English will be the selected readings and
discussions.
This first course in Poli sh literature is being
introduced as a pilot cou rse to be comp le
mented in the future by additional courses in
the Polish language . Simil ar cou rses in Polrsh
language and civili zation have been successfully offered at various · lbca1 colleges and
universities -- U . of I. , Wright. and U . of C.
The University is encou ragi ng all interested
students to take advantage of this renewed
interest in ethnic studies and to enroll in Polish
Literature in Translation . It will prove to be not
only a va lu able experien ce in terms of cultural
discovery, but also as a vehicl e for the
en joyment of some of the world's most
beautiful creations - Polish literature.

The only things inflationary about it are the tires. l

IGLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY ;
~::,e;de;,~ ~ BR 5-3500
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"Start the Revolution Without Me"

·page-two

by Mary Pat Britton
Two of the screen's great
funnymen, Gene Wilder and
Donald Sutherland, provide
twice as much fun by performing double roles as two sets of
twins in Warner Bros.' rollicking farce about the French
Revolution, "Start the Revolution Without Me," which will
be shown Tuesday, July 25, in
the school auditorium at 7 :30
p.m .
becilic Louis XVI, Jack MacGowran , Billie Whitelaw, Victor Spinetti and Orson Welles
co-star in the Technicolor film
directed and produced in
Fran ce by Bud Yorkin. Norman
Lear was the executive producer.
No expense was spared to
lend authenti city to the settings . One wing of the Chateau Rochefort, located nearly
60 miles outside Paris, was
restored to Louis XVI splendor
at a cost of $100,000 by the
film's art director, Francois de
LaMothe . Furnishings valued
at $2 ,000,000 w~re shipped to
the site from Paris antique
dealers to provide accuracy .
Among the rarest props are
the genuine Louis XV bathtub
in which Sutherland attempts

by Cathy Jones
Those who expect to reap the blessings for FREEDOM must
undergo the fatigue to supporting it - Thomas Paine

Sn.er
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to squeeze his 6'4" frame, and
a Louis XVI sedan used in a
com.edy scene with Gene
Wilder.
Paris authorities stopped river traffic on the Seine for the
first time in modern history so

.2

that the director could film
the battle secenes in which
1,500 extras (many of them
students from the city's Left
Bank) took part. Admission is
only $ .75.

S.M.A.S.H. Summer---Film Series
(All films shown during Tuesday, Club meetings at 1:00 p.m . in A-115)
July 18 - The North American Indian - How The West Was Won . .. and
Horior Lost.
This film is history : The landing of Columbus, the signing of treaties, the
breaking of the very same treaties, the removal · of the Indians to the west,
the trail of tears, the destruction of the buffalo, the savage battles. Then
tghe final wars, ending in the defeat of Geronimo in 1866. Contemporary
paintings, etchings, newspaper accounts, still photographs and original
motion picture footage show the story. The inevitable question : Where is
the honor in this history? Narrated by Marlon Brando. 25 minutes. in color.
July 25 - Czechoslovakia - From Munich to Moscow.
Here is the history of Czechoslovakia starting with events leading to the
Munich Pact of 1938 that threw Czechoslovakia to the Nazis in a futile
effort at appeasement. Follow ing the Nazi occupation during World War Two.
Czechoslovakia was liberated in May 1945 when Russian troops swept into
Prague in · 1948, after three years of communist maneuvering into key
government positions, the communist take over was complete . A CBS News
"20th Century" production. Walter Cronkite narrates. 27 minutes. b/ w.
August 1 -- Revolt in Hungary.
Made from footage taken by a member of the Hungarian underground and
smuggled out of the country, the film documents the events leading up to
the rebellion and revea ls the savagery of the Russian army in crush ing the
revolt. A CBS News "20th Century" production . 27 minutes. b/ w .

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 Oz. Pifthe, of Mille,'r Beu ~1.9S .
LIGHT OR DARK

CASUAL & COZY
ROARIHG FIREPLACES

• BARBECUE RIBS
& CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS
• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 A.M. - 3 P.M.

Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muffins. HARVEY
WALLBANGER, Screwdriver.
Bloody Mary or juice, &
coffee or tea . . .only $1.95

• PEANUTS IN THE SHELL
• COCKTAILS
& HOT DRINKS
· Pr,c<1s For The Student , Bud9"!

.

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990_ 1447 N. Wells 664-2393
• Open fr om Lun,t• !di 2 A 1\1 7 O.,v<

,/w~,-~ •

AMPL f f Hff PARK INC

cot.. .

When the people and local administrators of the country fail
to uphold the rights on which this country was founded there is
little the " Small person" can do in defense. In response to this
need, dedicated people came together and formed the ACLU.
ACLU stands for Ameri c an Civil Liberties Union , a
non-partisan, non-profit nationwide organization devoted solely
to the preservation and strengthening of freedoms guaranteed in
the United States Constitution and particularly those granted
under the Bill of Rights.
The ACLU was started in 1920 and has since grown to over
150,000 committed Americans , including 11,000 Illinoi s members . It is headquartered in Chicago and supported by hundreds
of volunteers including more than 400 cooperating attorneys
who serve without fee, contributing services that would cost
hundreds of thousands of dollars annually.
Working through courts, legislatures, administrative bodies or
in the wider arena · of public opinion , the ACLU challenges
threats to liberties of the individual either from government or
other powerful forces in society . They promote the principle that
in a free society the rights of ALL, even the least popular, must
be protected .
They have worked in special areas of litigation on behalf of
minorities and the poor for equal access to open desegregated
public housing, combating cruel and inhuman conditions in
prisons, protecting the constitutional rights of those committed
to mental institutions, and to end discrimination against women .
They have acted in defense of freedom of speech, defended the
rights of public employees to express their own views even if
they don't jive w ith the government, fought for freedom of the
young people's press (to publish independent newspapers) and
for freedom of dress (abolishing arbitrary high school dress
codes) making the Bill of Rights a REAL document for H.S.
students, and asserted the right of privacy in the case of a
women's right to a medically safe legal abortion , and to
guarantee privacy for all persons and organizations to be free
from Big Brother spying.
ACLU members are kept informed of civil liberties activities by
receiving the national ACLU's Annual Report, its monthly
maga:dne, Civil Liberties, and the Illinois Division's monthly
publication , The Brief. You are · also invited to actively
participate in the various committee programs dealing with
community education, legislation, and other areas of civil
liberties concern.
To become a member, or for more information concerning
ACLU write to the . American Civil Liberties Union - Illinois
Division, Six South Clark St. Chicago, Illinois 60603.

avanlsful
saturday
15
ramon de los reyes & co.
8 pm grant park music shel~ spanish dancers w/works by
sunday
16
ravel, bizet, prokofiev,
7 pm ditto
turina and others
monday
17·
& til soldout
ravinia tickets '
red info booth
noon
outdoor theater
sugar loaf
tuesday
18
7: 30 pm
aud.
75¢
CCAB film-you're a big boy now
thursday
20
all day
happy birthday, nate!
1 pm
e-214
print staff meeting .
friday
21
chicago night at ravinja 6:30 pm
bonnie koloc, wilderness road, etc.
monday
24
todo el · di~
ifeliz cumplearios, diane!
7:30 pm aud.
75¢
. CCAB film - start the revolution without me
tuesday
25
8- 10 pm little theater
poetry re ading
wednesday
26
judy roberts trio w/
1 pm
aud .
carmen fanzone ·on trumpet
thursday
27
1 pm
e-214
print staff meeting

The CCAB will start selling the last four sets of tickets to Ravinia on Monday,
July 17. Tickets will be for:
Chicago
The Association
Roberta Flack
New York City Ballet

August
August
August
August

14
16
18
27

Tickets will be available at the Red Booth near the Auditorium.
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THE ALASKAN PIPELINE: IS IT WORTH THE RISK?

--

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE - PihLINE CONYR~SY:
-- - A major oil discovery at Prudhoe Bay on the North Slope of Alaska was
announced in 1968 , on la nd leased by oil companies from th e St ate of Alaska .
Seven oil companies, owners of the Alyeska Pipeline Co. , want to bu 1" ld a
pipeline to carry hot oil 800 miles across Alaska from Prudhoe Bay to Val d ez on
the Gulf. of Alaska. From there 1·t would go 1·nto tankers for further sh1"pment to
0th er U.S. and foreign ports . The conservationiS t s are opposed to such a pipeline.

by Lorin Kane
(Copies of the "Statement" may be purchased at $3 each by check or money
order mailed to Bureau of Land Management, Washington, D.C. 20240.)
The administration decision, announced by Interior Secretary Rogers C. B
Morton, to grant right-of-way permits for the proposed trans-Alaska pipeline,
states the following as their reasons: "the U.S. virtually needs" the Alaskan oil
"delivered to our West Coast as promptly and safely as possible. This statement
was made just after this preceding statement that the pipeline " will involve some

environmental costs and some environmental risks regardless of how the oil is
transported and over what route ." Other reasons that were cited by Morton
On May 11, President Nixon granted the right of way for the pipeline, despite concerned the impractibility of the Alaskan-Canadian route, and the need to meet
numerous attempts to block its occurence . The voice of the opposition makes its the deficit our country would feel by 1980 if we did not have the pipeline.
point in the Interior Department's Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Effective at the, same time as the " go-ahead" for the pipeline, was an
Trans-Alaska Pipeline. Here are some of the thi~s the " Statement" sets forth that announcement by President Nixon to increase our oil import by 15% for the
cast de.eg__d ~ .0 1! ~ c ~_
i ty
_ o_f_ g_!:<!_~!l11g ibe:.right-of-way : - - .
remainder of 1972. The reason for this was due to a shortage in oil production
· ·Forty-eight percent of the intended route (or 376 of the 789 miles) cur~-e ntly is this year domestically.
·
considered to be questionable as far as appropriate mode of construction is
One final word in favor of the pipeline was made by F. Donald Hart, President,
concerned ; an above-ground pipe hampering animal migrations and defacing American Gas Assn. : "Granted there are environmental problems . But have you
the landscape may be necessary for this distance, instead of the buried pipe
(Editor New York Times) faced the fact that opposition to the Valdez line could
preferred by the oil companies.
delay by two or three years the only energy source capable of significantly
Even some segments now considered feasible for burial could turn out to be cleaning up the air in our cities?"
unsuitable on the basis of more detailed information acquired during
Despite many good points from both sides, there are two major points which
construction ; in many places the pipe can't safely be buried because the heat favor the conservationists and yet are being over-looked for some reason by the
would thaw the underlying permafrost (permanently frozen soil).
Administration.
An approved design for elevated pipeline segments has yet to be developed .
First, import quotas on foreign oil were originally established by President
The southern two-thirds of the route is subject to the occurence of large earth- Dwight D. Eisenhqwer in 1959 and in recent years have been under attack by
ejtiakd . The pipe faces the'"threat of pote11tial landslides. I he pro1ecf could re-' · consumers who claim lower priced foreign oil should be permitted to come in.
quire 80 million cubic yards of sand, gravel, and crushed rock from streambeds, The governors of the six New England states and consumer groups recently sued
quarries, and an estimated 250 gravel pits averaging 20 acres each. The route the government in federal court in Portland, Me., to lower the import quotas,
crosses some 350 streams subject to potential degradation by construction, oil asserting national security reasons for the quotas have not been demonstrated.
spills , and other pollution ; this could decimate fish and wildlife populations. The suit claimed that existing quotas boosted domestic oil prices by $5 billion a
Construction could be expected to drive a number of wildlife species from parts year. It asserted that domesti_c oil sells for $3.40 a barrel , while foreign oil could
of their habitat, including Dall sheep, bears, wolves, wolverines, swans, and the be available for $1 .80 to $2.40 a barrel.
peregrine falcon . Not enough is yet known to predict what impact
Second, and most open to controversy, is the fact that the Federal Government
above-ground pipe would have on roaming caribou herds .
ignored an act of Congress (the 1920 Mineral Leasing Act) which limits pipeline
The marine life of Prince William Sound would be vulnerable to major spills rights-of-way to 50 feet plus the diameter of. the pipe . Instead, they (Alyeska
and chronic low-level _.QQJlution_from heavy tanker traffic and port activity in Pipeline Co.) want to slice 100 feet for the pipeline plus a separate 200.foot
the Valdez te-rmiriaf area. Oil spifl~lso endanger-fish and wildlife in the right-of-way for the proposed road, all in violation of a law applied to all other
Beau-Fort Sea off the North Slope.
developers for the last 50 years.
The project would breach the nation's largest remaining unprotected
If you would like more,~etails concerning the pipeline and its possible harm to
wilderness , opening the way for intrusive development and altering forever the environment write-toithis address : THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY, 729 Fifteenth
the iso lated character of northern Alaska's Brooks Range .
Street, N.W ., Washinton , D .C. 20005.
Pipeline spill s would be vi rtu ally inevitable. " There is a probabili ty that some
If you want to voi ce your opinion to the " top" , write to this address : THE
oil spills will occur even under the most stringent enforcement," asserts PRESIDENT, The White House, Washington, D .C. 20500
the statement.

New Chemistry-.Eacilities W-111 Award
by Bob Huffman
Northeastern's Chemistry Department only
recently made the switch to its new headquarters in the science building. But it was soon to
be a sensible switch as the Society for Applied
Spectroscopy awarded the Department with
$500.00 for expanding its equipment and
in struments. Northeastern won the small
Chicago un iversity division duri,ng the awards
ceremonies at Illinois Bene~ict'· e College.
Dr. Poskozim , Associate Pr essor of Chemistry, and public relations
an , served as my
guide for a glimpse of ,' the award-winning
fac ilities.
New aspects of the Department are as
follows : Organic, instrumental, chemical I,
physical chemistry, analytical , research, and
chemical concept rabs; storage, small prep,
large prep, and b_ala!nce room s.
While most of/the equipment and rooms are
standard for al)4 university science department,
there are thr~ special areas that are worthy of
mention heJe.
·.
The orgimic lab looks like any other room for
ex perime,r'ltation with carbon compounds . However, upon closer inspection, the innovations
become qu ite apparent. Foremost on the list of
spec i'iil features is a : , ~ S of safety glass panels
in front of hoods or vemiiaCOJ,S which permits
numerous students to handle substc:111~ behind
t he glass without exposing themselves to ·8'1Y
danger. Dr. Bachrach, professor of organic
chemistry, had a hand in designing this spec ial
lab which is supposedly the ony one of its kind
in the Chi cago Metropolitan area.
Anoth e r i ntere sting lab no t yet fully

equipped, has provIsIons for a $30,000.00
Ramon laser, in which atoms, when stimulated
by focused light waves, amplify and concentrate these waves, then emit them in a
narrow, intense beam . Also, the Department
possesses some mass spectrometers that may be
used for measuring pollution. Dr. Poskozim, in
emphasizing there is 50% use or more of the
costly equipment, as well as sharing with other
departments, stated, " We've had the utmost
cooperation ."
Physical chemistry deals with physical
properties of substances as they relate to the
chemical properties and changes . There is a
special lab which acc~mmodates six to twelve
students (majors only) who are engaged in this
branch of chemistry, Unique features include, a
vacuum line rack which allows building of glass
lines. Computers and programmers for programming an experiment and calculating results, and
finally, the lab is built around the 'station' .
concept for very individualized research .
In summarizing his feelings about t~e
·expanded Chemistry Department, Dr. Poskozim
added, " The new building not ony has .
increased space and more labs for individual
purposes, but the instrument lab will put us on
the map in the Chicagoland area."
Let us hope that other Northeastern
departments will follow suit, and take up the
leadership reigns as has the Chemistry
~artment. Perhaps with a little combined
eftorl we might be able to someday pick up a
map and finally distinguish NORTHEASTERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY from bohemian national
cemetery.

lqambo
rafiki
Will appear next time.

Thank goodness some things
never change.
Good thi ngs, li ke expre1>sin<}
your love with a diamcn,j _
And go-:id things, li ke the 62 yea r oia
Hollands Jewe·iers policy of retu rnirig you r
money if you 're not satisfied.
Lots of things have changed, too. For
the better. Like the newest cuts in diamonds,
especially our exciting new heart shapes.
And the large selection of beautiful
new settings that you'll find at
~ H o l l a n d s Jewele,s today.

SUGARLOAF
in Concert

Hollands .Jewelers
Since 1110

Monday-July 17th-Noon-Outside

Downtown

Evergreen Plue

Lakehurst

Woodfield
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The Making Of A Science Building
by Bob Huffman
During the past several issues of the PRINT; I have conducted
readers on a mental tour of the various science departments in
t heir new building . At this time, I thought it might do well to
provide you with some background information and inside
information concerning this stru cture . For the information, I
went to Dr. Hudson , Dean, College of Arts and Sciences .
Dean Hudson began by saying the project was a product of
the Scien ce Building Committee, an active -committee of i:;eople
representing several disciplines. He continued, " A tremendous
amount of very specialized intelligence went into the design .. .
It was a very authoritative say for each person. It was a
democratically arrived at decision; one man one vote ." Each
department had input in the way of the representative who
served on the committee and then reported to the faculty from
his department for feedback .
An interior design consultant was hired to make suggestions ,
to be creative . The consultant went around to each department
and asked how each person worked to · get a better idea of what
was needed.
· Traditional desks and file cabinets were eliminated and
Ireplaced with long counters having drawer space, and special
shelving systems . Color schemes /Nere used to a maximum on
every floor; in classrooms, washrooms, corridors, and offices .
Unusual display areas were designed for each floor and
departments. A ramp was planned to run from the first floor to
the third, being as people tend to talk in groups on a ramp and
is more informal, as opposed to single file on a stairway.
Every effort has been made to throw people on the ramp and
to discourage use of stairs or elevator by having the bright red
rug on the ramp and making it the focal point of the building.
Faculty offices were arranged differently through use of
staggering. Not ony did this serve an aesthetic purpose, but was
more economical and provided an extra tier of offices, or to
quote Dean Hudson, " We got four for the price of three."
Windows were designed with a ~pecific purpose in mind; to
kill direct rays of the sun while providing ample window space .
Also, windows are on a swivel so both sides can be cleaned
inside without difficulties.
At the present time, shakedown problems are being dealt with.
The failing air conditioning system is promised to be working in
late July, when the blowers have been properly balanced.
Windows can not be opened in the mean time because in order
to balance the blowers, outside air must be sealed out. Keying
has also posed a few problems. That is, who gets what keys and
which keys are used for which locks.
The phenomenon of water pouring out of light fixtures and
ceiling tiles is being worked on now. All rooms will be
re-numbered and identification made easier in the future when
signage takes place.
For the most part, the science building was carefully planned
· by professional consultants in advisement by representatives
from the concerned disciplines. According to Dean Hudson,
"There has been a lot of governing intelligence for small details .
Little people made large contributions."
Now it's up to students and faculty to use a little governing
intelligence to keep \he building in good operating condition .

Blue Cross/Blue Shield I.D. cards are now
available in the Health Service to all new
subscribers of the college insurance plan. The
I.D. cards may be picked up in the Helath
Service between 8:00 and 8:00 PM, Monday
through Friday . Anyone having questions
regarding what Blue Cross/Blue Shield covers is
requested to let the Health Service answer your
inquiries.

We welcome the opportunity to provide food
service for all campus events, large or small.
We can provide party service for groups of ten
or more. We can provide a private luncheon for
a group up to 25._ W-e-----€afr prO'rffie~ eve11i11g
· meals for groups from 12 to 150. We will
prepare box lunches for groups going on field
trips .
Please let us help plan the food service for
your next event. So we may have time to plan,
order and prepare the food , we need your order

Classifieds

Chgo International Film Festival

1970 MG Midget, midnite_ _
blue . Ex cond, low mileage,
$1 ,350, call 271-3540.
1967 T200 Suzuki Motorcycle,
200 cc , excellent condition .
Asking $200.00 Contact Print
Ext. 270, ask for Peter, or leave
name, and phone.
Wanted man or woman over
25 for Morton Grove Motel
switchboard Wed. & Sat. 7 to
3 a.m. $120 a month or
kitchenette apt. and some
money. 765-4000, ext. 38, Mr.
Jake mornings only.
Needed - July 19, a ride to
Ravinia and back for _2 girls.
Call Suzi, 588-5388. " For Sale: Air Conditioner,
11,000 BTU, window unit
(Sears), $100, air conditioner,
5,000 BTU, window (Emerson),
$70. 4'x4' mirrors (2), $4 ea .,
Peterson stroller (W /sunshade,
reclinable) $10, cafe doors (2
pairs), $4 pr . Everything very
· clean . Call Linguistics Secretary."

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
..eat it with a knife & fork"
. (IT"S TRICK)

at least 3 working days in advance of the ,event.
We appreciate the thoughtfulness of those who
give us more time, especially if it is a large
event.
~ Good--foocl; ~eil prepared, will help make
your event a success .
For more information, or to place orders,
please contact Mrs. shirley Rovner or Mrs.
Helen Straz, Commuter Center Mezzanine, or
call x568, x598.

-

------ADVANTAGES OF MEMBERSHIP

AS MUCH AS 1/3 OFF!. . . . FILM FESTIVAL MEMBERSHIP
ENTITLES YOU TO A DISCOUNT ON FESTIVAL FILMS!
Now! For the first time! When you donate $10 or more to
The Chicago International Film Festival, you will receive a
coveted, numbered Membership Card , entitling you to a
discount on all tickets you purchase for regular performances of
/this year's Film Festival events!
$2.50 Each - Becomes $2.00 Each - Which Is 50c Better!
Tickets for German Film Week,, July 7-13, Davis Theater, 4614
N. Lincoln Ave ., and Israeli Film Week, October 6-12, Lincoln
Village Theater, 6101 N. Lincoln Ave ., are priced at $2 .50. As a
Member, you may bite off a generous 50c and buy a ticket for
yourself and one guest for each of the 16 performances at only
$2.00 per ticket.
A Series Ticket for 5 performances will be available for each
Film Week: regular price, $10; Member discount price, a mere
$8.00!

November Festival Tickets Will Be Only $2.50 For- Members!
Tickets for The 8th Annual Chicago International Film Festival
November 3-23, 1972, will be $;3 .00 each . If you have b.een wise
and thrifty enough to send a donation of $10 to $1000, you"r
Membership Card · will cut 50c from the price of these great
tickets - 2 for each performance.
Series Tickets for five shows will be $12 .50. But, once again,
your Membership Card will save you money and you 'll pay only
$10.00 - a ful 1/ 3 off the regular price of $15 .00!
Like all good things, however, there's a limit. Members can
purchase only 2 tickets for each performance and 2 Series
Tickets for each event.

Festival Memberships . Make Great Gifts!
Memberships

New:

Corporate

Send a don at ion of $10 to $1000 in a fri end 's name - or for
the stude nt of fi l m, fo reign language st udent o n your li st, or film
enthusias t in your group. He'll rece ive a Gift M embershi p an d
you'll have company, someon e with whom you can discuss the
films! G ift card enclosed.
This year the Film Festival has inaugurated "Corporate
M embershi ps". For a fee of $35.00, an organization ca n become
a member and all tickets billed to and paid by organization
_check __wil) 11.uJomatically be discounted 20%, payment on
delivery or withi n 5 days of billing.

visit our <Olc'I t nglis ly dining room

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
OPEN MON-SAT 11:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 2:00 P.M.

ALL DONORS LISTED IN PROGRAM BOOK!
Your name will be listed among all t he donors in our Program
Book . And yo~'II be pl aced on our permanent m ai lin_g list. You' ll
rece ive all our noti ces and w hat's more, you ' ll walk a little
prouder ! Be the firs t on your block to show off your 1972 CLIFF
Membership Card . And thank you . We need you !
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by ART LANGE
Poetry is not meant to be read solely off the printed page,
t hough mu ch of its charm is mani fested in the way the poet lays
t he poem out on the page (e .g. - ee cummin gs, Aram Saroyan,
· Ferlin ghetti, etc .). Ju st as mu sic changes form when read off the
score and pl ayed , ;o poetry is able to expand and vibrate
t hrough t he speakers voi ce, inflection s, timing, and so on . The
analogy of mu sic to poetry is not as far-fetched as it may seem .
Recordin gs of Jack Keroua c show his incredable rhythm , and how
he built many of his poem s around this rhythm . Allen Ginsberg,
rec iting hi s poetry, uses as many different voicings as he needs
to carry out the changes in his works . He often changes from a
nafrative style to a chant, from a fluid delivery to a preaching
tone of voice . There are hundred of other poets who have
recorded their works, and each has something to offer.
Their have been occasions when poets have recorded their
works with' a. musical background. Three of the most famous,
and probably most successful, are those of Kenneth Rexroth,
Lawrence Ferlinghetti , and Langston Hughes. Rexroth and
Ferlinghetti were recorded on the west coast, during the late
fifties, when the union of poetry and music was undergoing a
wides pread popul arity . Rexroth even made a few tours with the
band of Charles Mingus, one of the great composers (and jazz
bass ist of our time. The Hughes re cord also has Mingus' band on
one side, and it is a deli ght to hear the music Mingus wrote to
correspond to Hughes' words .
Some poets are attempting this difficult union of words and
music today , though not with the popularity it enjoyed in the
'50's. The Last Poets are probably the best known of these
modern innovators. Charles Mingus (again!) on his latest album
recited a poem he wrote in 1939. Ornette Coleman's latest
record has a cut with poetry by San Francisco poet Da~id
Henderson, and music by Coleman . Archie Shepp has recorded
some of his poetry on his records . And the list goes on .
The point is that in an age of overlapping mediums, poetry
continues to use any medium available, and influence people in
all aspects of creativity . Poetry is not dying, it is rising and
spreading . Try picking up on some of these recordings
mentioned (or others) , or experience it in the flesh by coming to
one of the poetry readings at UNI. The next scheduled reading is
July 25, in t he Little Theater. Also, anyone interested in reading
his/her poetry can leave a note in the Print office.

Student
Recital
G abri e ll e Jantel ezio and
Wayne Woj cik, Northeastern
Illinois University music students, will present a joint
rec ital, 8 p .m ., July 14, in the
auditorium of the university,
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave .

Miss JanNlezio, a French
horni st, will play Mozart' s
" Third Horn Con certo" and the
Hindemith " Sonato for Horn ."
Wojcik, a trumpeter, will perform the Hummel " Trumpet
Concerto," " Legen" by Enesco, and " Concerto in D Major"
by Telleman .

The recital is open to the
public at no char_ge .

1

◄

I

The Northeastern Illinois University Alumni Association held its second ann ual general meeting
in the University's Faculty Dining Room . Eight candidates for the Board of Directors were elec ted .
Elected for three-year terms were : Maryann Gall of 5513 No. Bernard -- Chi cago (Classes of A ug.,
1964 and Au g., 1966), Timothy J. O'Connell of 3949 No. Menard - Chi cago (Class of Apr., 1970),
Dorothy Fullett of 2926 W . Balmoral - Chicago (Class of Apr ., 1969), and Avis Thorn ton of 7033
No. Oriole - Chicago (Class of Apr., 1971).
Elected for two-year terms were : Alvin Paul of 8505 S. Phillips - Chicago (Class of Dec ., 1970),
Zachary Pinas of 4932 Brummel - Skokie (Class of Apr., 1971), and Ellen Goldenberg of 2300
Sherman - Evanston (Class of Aug ., 1971).
Elected for one year was Louverta Hurt of 202 No. California .
Following the annual meeting, an organizational meeting was held where four officers were
elected by the 11-member Board of Directors. Elected President .:.. Timothy J. O'Connell of Chicago
(Class of Apr., 1970). Elected Vice-President - Gregory G. Golinski of 6133 -W. Dakin in Chicago
(Class of Apr., 1971). Maryann Gall of Chicago (Classes of Aug., 1964 and Aug., 1966) was chosen
Secretary and Morris Sotonoff of 4456 No. Kimball in Chicago (Class of Apr. \ 1971) was picked as
Treasurer.

July 18th, 7:30 p.m.
75¢ aud
"You're a Big Boy
Now"

HUD Grant
A few weeks ago, congressman Frank
Annunzio (D-111.) announced that Northeastern
Illinois University has been awarded a $70,000
HUD grant to assist in building a new student
union building.
"Department of Housing and Urban Development officials in Washington have informed
me," said Congressman Annunzio, " that the
debt-service grant of $70,000 will be used to
defray interest on bonds which will be sold for
the purpose of raising revenue to construct the
building."
" Total projected cost of the new building is
$2.5 million," explained Congressman Annunzio, and under the regulations governing this
grant, HUD will cover the interest costs above
3% ."
The veteran Illinois lawmaker continued,
"The grant was made under the College
Housing Interest Subsidy Grant Program which
I have supported in my Committee (Banking
and Currency) and in the · Congress . I am
particularly pleased, therefore, that the grant
has been approved, and I am hopeful it will
permit the University to begin this worthwhile
project
immediately . "

ON MICHAEL GORE

by a friend
" Iceman" , as he was called b his friends,
came to UNI two years ago. He wanted a
degree in Phys. Ed., and he got it, two months
ago . He passed his written exam for state
certification and this month he had his orals,
but he won't have to take them now.
Iceman was captain of the life guards at
North Ave. Beach last year. This year he was
assigned to Albion Beach, but his heart was
always at North .
My first week on the job at North Ave,
Iceman took me on a tour of the 7 beaches
North Ave. guards are responsible for. Every
beach we passed he would tell the guard on
duty that he was doing a good job and then he
would ask their name and chat for a minute or

two. I asked him why he did that and he said
so they wouldn't feel forgotten . Because that
was Mike's way.
Anybody who knew Mike will never forget
the big smile that he always wore . He had a
cheery word for everybody and always lifted
your spirits. Such an alive person with a true
zest for life is gone - I can't help but feel that
the world was robbed of a person who could
really show people how to live - It's very hard
to write a final tribute to somebody especially someone so lively and spirited - I
suppose it sounds corny, but if you knew him,
al you cold possibly remember is how alive he
was . How can you write about the death of
fullness? The death of enjoyment? The death of
life? He was SQ alive .

In the Event of an Emergency • •
by Bob Huffman
"The immediate and temporary care given the victim of
an accident or sudden illness
until the services of a physician can be obtained," is the
definition of first aid given by
the American Red Cross.
In light of the most recent
crisis at Northeastern, it might
do well to discuss procedures
in the event of, an emergency
and using the shooting as an
example .
According to Miss Etten,
Coordinator of Health Services , " There is no standard
pr_o cedure in emergencies such
as this ." Of course, her :
comment was in reference to
the incident of June 30, in
which a Northestern student
allegedly shot the athletic
director and the·n shot himself.
.Proper authorities were notified ; Health Services and
Security Services. (All security
officers are first aid trained .)
Officials · from both of . these
departments · rushed to the
scene and began administering
first aid, and treating for
shock . In this instance, due to
the severity of the head
injuries, first aid consisted of
compressing the wounds to
stop bleeding, making sure the
victims' breathing passages
were not clogged, and seeing
to it that the injured were not
moved.
While emergency treatment
was being administered, the
Fire and Police Departments
were notified, and ambulances
requested . A follow up call
was made to insure that the
ambulances had been dispatched . (Private ambulances
are too slow; might take up to
an hour to get service, and
usually are not for emergency
use. Northeastern can use its
state vehicles for transporting
ambulatory persons with minor injuries to the hospital.
However, in this accident it
would not have been feasable

•

to move the injured, as more
damage might have occurred .)
The area was . cleared of
observers and emergency vehicles directed to the accident
scene .
As you can tell from the
preceding paragraphs, there
was a constant follow through
on the part of staff members
from the moment of being
notified of the shooting, until
the arrival of the ambulances.
Those persons who responded
to the emergency, deserve
commendations for their quick
action and implementation of
emergency procedures .

Closs ifieds
Newly repaired tiger kitten
needs a GOOD CARING home
because I'm allergic to him .. if
you're the kind of idiot who
likes to injure animals or get
them stoned don't even bother
calfing.. somebody had al·eady abandoned George with
two broken legs and I don't
want it to happen again ..
health food nuts welcome
because he needs his vitamins,
esp. D, C & E, and good
healthy food to help his bones
mend properly and permanently .. he is friendly .. anji 3781781.
need beatle album yesterday
and today .. i'II pay for it if
you're willing to part with it..
anji 378-1781 .
I need a female roommate for
Aug. 1 (maybe can accommodate for Sept. 1) in a 4
room garden apt. stove, ref.,
H2O +heat ir..:i. for $62.50
dpiece-t- ½ other utilities. 3
blks off campus . Call Terri AR
6-6058.
Rock concert with the "Stone
Edge". Tonite at the Devonshire Center, 4400 Grove St.
Skokie, adm . $1 .00 doors open
7:30 p.m.

